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Linear Motion Review Lab
This lab is to be turned in for a pop quiz grade. Each member of your group
should turn in their own copy.

For this lab, you will need:

A pipe
A marble
A meter stick
A stop watch
A protractor with plumb bob

If the marble is placed in a sloped pipe, it will accelerate. Provided that you don't change the slope of the
pipe, this acceleration will be constant. Your job in this first part is to measure that acceleration.

When recording position, velocity, and acceleration in the pipe, let the bottom of the pipe be 0 m, and the
top be a positive position.

1. a) So will the acceleration of the marble be positive or negative?

b) How long is your pipe (in meters)?

c) What is the position si of the marble at the top of the pipe?

2. Brace your pipe at a fairly shallow angle, less than 30° but more than 10°. Release the marble from
the top of the pipe, and time how long it takes to reach the bottom. It may work best if the stopwatch
person holds his hand over the bottom of the pipe to catch the marble, and tells the marble person
when to let go.

a) How long did it take for your marble to roll down the pipe? If you followed the above instructions
regarding the angle, it should take at least .75 s.

b) Show how to solve for the final velocity, the velocity of the marble as it hit the bottom of the pipe,
given the things that you know or have measured. You should probably use the equation Δs = ½(vi +
vf)Δt.



d) What was the acceleration of your marble?

3. Keeping the same slope, this time start the marble at the bottom of the pipe and flick it upwards. Time
how long it takes for the marble to return back to the bottom.

a) What was the time?

b) For how much of that time was the marble rolling up the pipe? (That is, for how long after the start
was its velocity positive?)

c) Show how to solve for the initial velocity of the marble.

4. Now hold the pipe at a much lower slope, around 5-10°. Find the angle of the pipe and the
acceleration as you did in part 2 above.

a) What was the time to reach the bottom? Show how to use this to find the acceleration.

b) Try flicking the marble upwards from the bottom of the pipe fast enough that it comes out the top
of the pipe. How long did it take?

c) Using that time, the lenth of the pipe, and the acceleration from above, find the initial velocity. You
probably should use the equation Δs = viΔt + ½aΔt².


